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Agenda
•

•

•

•

•

•

Connections between digital forensics, archival theory & practice
Digital forensic and archival workﬂows - practice and purpose
Archival theory - what it means for digital records
InterPARES - expanding archival theory for digital records and
archival practice
Digital forensic theory and archival theory integrated…?
Current and future directions in archival science
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Whose workﬂow? What purpose?
•

Acquisition -> Identiﬁcation -> Evaluation -> Admission
(Digital Forensics - Pollitt 1995)

•

•

•

•

•

Identiﬁcation -> Preservation -> Collection -> Examination -> Analysis ->
Presentation -> (Decision) (Digital Forensics - DFRWS 2001, 2002)
Appraisal/Acquisition -> Arrangement/Description -> Retention/Preservation ->
Presentation (Access) (Archival workﬂow)

Ingest -> Verify -> Identify -> Characterize -> Package -> Describe -> Normalize ->
Arrange -> Store and/or Present (Archival workﬂow-Archivematica)
Digital forensics is inter-disciplinary - this extends to archives and records
management (c.f. Irons, 2006; Ferguson-Boucher & Endicott-Popovsky, 2008)
Digital archival practice draws on digital forensics tools and knowledge (c.f.
BitCurator; Digital Records Forensics-UBC; Kirschenbaum, 2010; Lee, 2012;
Duranti & Rogers, 2013)
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Overlapping goals, overlapping principles
•

•

•

Digital forensics: concerned with identifying digital objects and
traces that may serve as evidence of criminal activity, and
analyzing those objects for their evidentiary capacity - attribution
(provenance, identity), integrity, veriﬁability
Digital archivist: concerned with identifying digital objects and
traces that have been created as records of actions and
transactions, facts and events, and assessing thier reliability,
authenticity, and accuracy in order to guarantee trustworthy
memory and historical accountability
Can we harmonize concepts of trustworthiness of digital
records (archival focus) and digital artifacts/traces (digital
forensic focus)?
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Digital forensics & digital archival practice:
common challenges
•

•

•

•

•

Diversity, volume, complexity of material
Identifying & locating digital material
Versatility and proliferation of tools & techniques
Long term & lifecycle considerations for preservation
Risks to security, privacy, digital rights
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Digital forensics & digital archival practice:
shared theoretical perspectives
•

•

•

•

Establishing authorship & identity
Ensuring integrity & tracking change over time
Establishing and verifying authenticity, reliability, context
Describing, presenting / providing access
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Digital evidence
•

•

•

Regardless of discipline, we believe that digital
records/artifacts/traces stand in relation to past events,
regardless of how they were created or preserved
Their capacity to serve as evidence does not come from any
intrinsic nature or value, but from their relationship to
events
In order to understand them, we must establish (identify,
describe, prove) the relationships between the
record/artifact/trace and event
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The archival mindset
•

•

•

•

The history of archives is traced to ancient legal and administrative
principles expressed in the Justinian Code
The archivist asks of a record: “What is this?” as opposed to “What
is this about?”
The archivist’s professional function is to clarify the meaning of the
record
Not concerned primarily with information, or narrative, but with the
documents in which information is contained, their structure (form
and formal elements) and contexts
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Fundamental archival principles
•

•

•

Principle of provenance
Principle of original order
Principle of the archival bond

The object of archival theory:
the record & its aggregations
•

•

•

•

•

Deﬁnition: a record is a document (recorded information) created (made
or received) in the course of practical activity and kept for further action
or reference
Corollary 1: a record arises in the context of some action, as a means or
a byproduct of that action
Corollary 2: a record is created by/for one or more agents (human or
machine) - the information in the record is intended to be transmitted
Inference 1: more than one record may be created in the context of that
action
Inference 2: records created in the context of an action are related
through their role in executing or documenting that action

1
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Qualities of records*
•

•

•

•

•

Impartiality
Authenticity
Naturalness
Inter-relatedness
Uniqueness

*Sir Hilary Jenkinson
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The object of diplomatics:
the document as conceptual system
•

•

•

The context of a document’s creation is manifest in its physical
and intellectual form
Elements of form can be examined separately from content
The document is a conceptual system of internal and external
elements consisting of
Acts
Persons
Procedures
Documentary form
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InterPARES - archival diplomatic theory
in the digital environment
•

•

•

Archival and diplomatic theory, developed over centuries for
paper/parchment records, foundation of laws governing admissibility of
documentary evidence and taught in European faculties of law, now tested
in the digital environment in service of determining/assessing/preserving
evidentiary capacity Benchmark requirements supporting the presumption
of authenticity
Hypothesis: all records can be analyzed, understood, and evaluated in
terms of a system of formal elements, the circumstances of their creation
and status of transmission, regardless of technology
As digital technology has separated content and structure from form, we
can no longer determine authenticity on the object-record, which is
composite and permanently new, but must make an inference of
authenticity from its environment.
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Outcomes
•

•

•

•

•

Benchmark requirements for the creation of authentic records; Baseline
requirements supporting the production of authentic copies
Chain of Preservation (CoP) model - extension of concept of chain of
custody
Preservation as a Service for Trust (PaaST) - executable functional
requirements for digital preservation
Ontologies - digital record, trustworthiness (authenticity, reliability,
accuracy)
Templates for contextual, and diplomatic analyses of digital material
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Model of a digital record
•

Required attributes:
•

•

•

Stable
content/ﬁxed
form
Persons/agents
Links to related
records

•

Action

•

Contexts
15

Trust framework
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How does this relate to digital forensics?
•

•

•

•

Best practice guidelines (e.g. ACPO)
Standards (e.g. SWGDE, IOCE, ISO 17025, ISO 27001,
ISO 27037)
Scientiﬁc measurements of reliability
Case law governing scientiﬁc testimony (U.S.: Frye 1923,
Daubert 1993, Kumho Tire 2000; Canada: R. v. Mohan
1994, R. v. J.J. 2000, R. v. D.D. 2000)
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Qualities of the domain of digital forensics?
•

•

•

“…most digital information is an accurate representation of what
it purports to be (subject to the well-known volatile nature of data
where a ﬁle date is, for example, inadvertently modiﬁed by
someone who opens the ﬁle to read it and then saves it when
closing it).”
“A suitable theory to serve as scientiﬁc grounds for a digital forensic
science… needs to satisfy the demands imposed by science and
justify the facts derived as evidence using theory.”
Domain of digital forensics - deﬁnition:
“a digital artefact is a sequence of bits that has (or represents)
meaning… often (but not always) determined by context.”

(Olivier 2016)
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Key principles - relevant to both disciplines
•

•

•

•

•

maintain the integrity of the material
document all processes
ensure archival / forensic competence of the analyst
ensure compliance with regulations / laws
adhere to scientiﬁc measurements of reliability:
repeatability, objectivity, veriﬁability, transparency
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InterPARES: contextual analysis template
•

•

•

Purpose is to enable systematic documentation of
information relevant to the context of the investigation
Section 1: analysis of administrative context (including
legal status, provenance, controls, policies)
Section 2: administrative/managerial framework in which
relevant digital objects are created (including access
controls, procedures, computations)
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Diplomatic criticism of digital material
•

•

•

•

Criticism of the formal elements of material under investigation to determine its identity
and integrity
Although criticism is dependent on the context of the investigation, the concepts and
procedures can apply to any investigation
Observe/examine the physical / technological environment, the digital and
documentary presentation of the material
Investigate the presence/absence of required attributes of digital records: ﬁxed form,
stable content, persons/agents, action/intent, archival bond, hierarchy of contexts
(juridical/administrative, provenancial, procedural, documentary, technological)
locate presence/evidence of attributes in conceptual/logical layers of abstraction
examine and qualify relationships between material and action, persons/agents,
other entities
If attributes are absent, further analysis should explain the status of the material
If attributes are present, more detailed analysis will determine the trustworthiness of
the material
•

•

•

•
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Relating diplomatic criticism & digital
forensic examination
•

•

•

Map diplomatic criticism to elements of generally accepted digital forensic
process models, e.g. Gladyshev (2004), Carrier (2004), Cohen (2011, 2013)
Map to proposed theoretical frameworks of digital forensics, e.g. Mocas
(2004), Andrew (2007), Olivier (2016)
These models or frameworks include theoretical and methodological
requirements:
Analysis of the object(s) (necessary and suﬃcient properties
for viable digital evidence)
Validation of the methodology (tool development & testing;
results testing)
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Questions
•

•

Can diplomatic criticism provide a framework for the
examination/analysis phase of a digital forensic
investigation focusing on digital artefacts/traces as the
domain investigation?
Will such a framework satisfy scientiﬁc requirements?
What? (Diplomatics)

Admin/Investigative context
Creation of digital entities
ID digital entities

Where? Abstraction layer

How? Tools & their
validation

-

-
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Process: Digital forensics* to Archives
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Get search authority : authority to acquire material
Establish chain of custody
Use imaging/hashing functions : acquire
Use validated tools
Analyze : describe
Ensure repeatability : follow archival principles
Report : produce ﬁnding aids and descriptions
Prepare for possible expert presentation : provide access

*Zatyko 2007

Abstraction
•

•

•

•

Abstraction is a process of understanding complex
objects by hiding all of the detail expect those essential
features of a particular task, concept, or object
The divisibility of digital data into smaller components, or
levels, where each component or level will contain its own
unique set of characteristics and functionality
All models use abstraction, but it is particularly relevant in
digital systems
Computer science uses abstraction extensively – how
can we use it to understand digital records?

An abstracted view of digital records
Conceptual: an object as it is recognized and
understood by a person

Logical: an object that is recognized and processed
by hardware & software

Physical: an inscription of signs on a physical medium

Logical layer
Application software: word processing, spreadsheets,
multimedia, databases, etc.

System software: operating system, utilities, compilers,
etc.

Hardware: hard drive, optical disk, tape, solid state, etc.

Olivier: A scientiﬁc theory of digital forensics
•

•

“A suitable theory to serve as scientiﬁc grounds for a digital
forensic science… needs to satisfy the demands imposed by
science and justify the facts derived as evidence using
theory.”
A scientiﬁc theory of digital forensics needs to:
Consider the domain of digital forensics: identiﬁed as the digital
artefact - “a sequence of bits that has (or represents) meaning… often
(but not always) determined by context.”

Olivier 2016

Mocas: Theoretical underpinning for DF research
•

•

•

•

•

Integrity
Authentication
Reproducibility
Non-interference
Minimization

Mocas 2004
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Andrew: Digital analysis process model
•

Two principles: form the foundation for analysis
Principle of consistency
Principle of stability

•

Five ‘laws’: areas of examination that must be addressed
in qualifying data in support of conclusions and opinions
Association: process & source
Context: internal & external
Access: general & speciﬁc
Intent: intentional; not corrupted or controlled
Validation: integrity; authenticity; accuracy

Andrew 2007
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Bridge building…
Archival theories
• Original order
• Provenance
• Archival bond
Archival/Diplomatic Principles
• Qualities of archives/
• Necessary attributes of records
• Elements of trustworthiness

Digital forensics principles - Andrew
• Principle of stability
• Principle of consistency
• Law of association
• Law of context
• Law of access
• Law of intent
• Law of validation

Scientiﬁc measurements of reliability
• Repeatability
• Objectivity
• Veriﬁability
• Transparency

Digital forensics workﬂow & principles
• Do not change evidence
• Maintain chain of custody
• Integrity
• Authentication
• Reproducibility
• Non-interference
• Minimization (Mocas, 2004)

Admissibility of documentary evidence
• Relevancy
• Authentication
• Hearsay exclusion
• Best evidence/system integrity

Admissibility of scientiﬁc/expert testimony
• Frye/Daubert/Kumho
• Testing, reviewed, known error rate,
generally accepted
• R v Mohan
• Relevant, necessary, qualiﬁed, scientiﬁc

Current and future digital forensic
applications in archival science
•

•

•

Developing clear, objective, and executable criteria for formulating and
evaluating concepts in archival science (Thibodeau) - example:
Preservation as a Service for Trust (PaaST)
Integrating digital forensic tools into archival processing where digital
collections can be analyzed at multiple levels of representation to help
ensure authenticity, provenance (Lee) - example: BitCurator,
Archivematica
Development of “Computational Archival Science” - an interdisciplinary
ﬁeld concerned with the application of computational methods and
resources to large-scale records/archives work; to apply collective
knowledge of computer and archival science (Marciano, Lemieux et al)
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Thank you!
corinne.rogers@ubc.ca
https://interpares.org
https://interparestrust.org
https://interparestrustai.org
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